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❖ SHEAR FORCE AND BENDING 

MOMENT:

 Shear force - It is that force which is trying to 

shear off a beam at a particular section.

 Bending moment- It is a reaction offered when a 

beam (element) is subjected to a force at a 

distance or a moment causing bending.

 Loads acting on the beam cause shearing stresses 

& bending stresses at some points depending upon 

position of loads.

 Thus, to design a beam we need to know the 

maximum value of shearing & bending stresses 

which the beam undergo due to the loading.



 Shear force refers to the force acting 

along on a surface. Basically, the force 

forms no inclination/angle to the 

surface on which it is acting on. Within 

a beam, the shear force at any section 

is basically the algebraic sum of the 

lateral forces acting on either side of 

the section. For example, take a look at 

this beam:

Consider a beam carrying loads W1, W2 and 
W3 with R1 and R2 as the support reactions. 
If we cut the beam at section AA, then since 
the resultant forces at the left of section AA is 
F upwards, then the shearing force at section 
AA is F downwards.



 On the other hand, the bending moment refers to 

the internal rotational moments that cause a section 

to bend. In the case of a beam, it can be calculated 

as the algebraic sum of the moments about the 

section of all forces acting on either side of the 

section, where a sagging moment will make the 

beam concave (positive) upwards at that section, 

and vice versa for a hogging moment (i.e. negative).

 This diagram basically is an example of the shear 

force and bending moment of a simply supported 

beam subjected to a point load on the centre:



❖ BEAM:

➢ A beam is a structural member 

(horizontal)  that is design to support 

the applied load  (vertical). It resists 

the applied loading by a  combination 

of internal transverse shear  force and 

bending moment.

 It is perhaps the most important and 

widely  used structural members and can 

be  classified according to its support

conditions.



➢ Extremely common structural element

➢ In buildings majority of loads are vertical and  

majority of useable surfaces are horizontal
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devices for transferring  

vertical loads horizontally

action of beams involves combination of

bending and shear
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❖ TYPES OF BEAMS:

The following are the important types of

beams:

1. Cantilever

2. simply supported

3. Fixed beams

4. Continuous beam



❖ CANTILEVER BEAM:

➢ A beam which is fixed at one end and free  

at the other end is known as cantilever  

beam.





❖ SIMPLY SUPPORTED BEAMS:

➢ A beam supported or resting freely on the  

supports at its both ends,



❖ FIXED BEAMS:

➢ A beam whose both ends are fixed and is  

restrained against rotation and vertical  

movement. Also known as built-in beam or  

encastred beam.



❖ CONTINUOUS BEAMS:

➢ A beam which is provided with more than  

two supports.



o TYPES OF LOADS:

➢ Concentrated load assumed to act at a 
point  and immediately introduce an  
oversimplification since all practical loading  
system must be applied over a finite area.



➢ Point loads, from concentrated loads or other beams

➢ Distributed loads, from anything continuous

Distributed Load
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➢ The loads (& reactions) bend the 

beam,  and try to shear through it

Bending

Shear
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➢ First, find ALL the forces (loads and reactions)

➢ Make the beam into a free body (cut it out and  

artificially support it)

➢Find the reactions, using the conditions of equilibrium
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INTERNAL REACTIONS IN BEAMS

L

➢ At any cut in a beam, there are 3
possible  internal reactions required for
equilibrium:
▪ normal force,

▪ shear force,

▪ bending moment.
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INTERNAL REACTIONS IN BEAMS

➢ At any cut in a beam, there are 3
possible  internal reactions required for
equilibrium:
▪ Normal force, shear force

▪ Bending 

moment.
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INTERNAL REACTIONS IN BEAMS

At any cut in a beam, there are 3 possible  
internal reactions required for equilibrium:
▪ normal force,

▪ shear force,

Pa/L

L - x

▪ bending moment.
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SHEAR FORCES, BENDING MOMENTS -

SIGN CONVENTIONS

left section right section
Shear forces:

positive shear:

negative shear:

Bending moments:

Negative moment

positive moment

C.W

ACW



Sagging bending moment is POSITIVE (happy)

+

Hogging bending moment is NEGATIVE  

(sad)

-
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➢ Consider cantilever beam with point load on

end

W

MR = -WL vertical reaction, R = -W  

and moment reaction MR = - WL

L

R =- W

⚫ Use the free body idea to isolate part of the beam

⚫ Add in forces required for equilibrium
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Shear V =- W constant along length

Take section anywhere at distance, x from end

Add in forces, V = -W and moment M = - Wx

V = -W

Bending Moment BM = -W.x

when x = L

when x = 0

BM = -WL

BM = 0
Bending Moment Diagram

BM = WL

Shear Force Diagram

BM = -Wx

x

W

V = -W

M =

-Wx
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w /unit length

vertical reaction, R = W = wL

and moment reaction MR = -WL/2 = - wL2/2

L/2 L/2

R = W = wL

L

For maximum shear V and bending moment BM

Total Load W = w.L

MR = -WL/2

= -wL2/2
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Shear  

when x = L  

when x = 0

V = wx

V = W = wL  

V = 0

Take section anywhere at distance, x from end

Add in forces, V = w.x and moment M = - wx.x/2

Bending Moment BM = w.x2/2

when x = L  

when x = 0

BM = wL2/2 = WL/2  

BM = 0

(parabolic)

V = wL

= W

Shear Force Diagram

wx

X/2 X/2

For distributed V and BM

V = wx

M = -wx2/2

Bending Moment Diagram

BM = wL2/2

= WL/2

BM = wx2 /2
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